"Scorpion Sting Operation" Dubai Police Seize 17.7 Million Captagon Pills
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The days pass away quickly leaving nothing except the deeds and memories. Yesterday we were children knew nothing about the life except the entertainment and play. We thought that our friends at that time shall remain forever, but the life taught us that at every stages of our life we gain new friends and firewall others. During the adolescence stage, we considerably thought that the persons we were acquainted with were our actual friends and that they shall be our eternal ones. Some of us were preferring and giving priority to them over their families and even themselves to the extent that they believe those such friends’ speeches and advices are like holy verses that must be executed and performed regardless their consequences. What a pity: we all discovered that; these thoughts were wrong and they were not right; the adolescence stage is like the other previous stages of our life; and the persons we get acquainted in the past, disappeared now except a few of them in other words a little of them.

In our daily life, when we are asked about the persons and our relationships with them, our answer often is “this my friend”. The question here is “Does he deserve to be called a friend? Alternatively, we are inappropriately using that word.

Our friendship with the persons we get acquainted with does not last forever. This does not mean abandoning people or failing to build social and friendship relations with them. The meaning I intend is the separation between us and the persons we were acquainted or those who we shall meet in the future. One of the poets said” Do not praise or dispraise any one before dealing with him. Furthermore, there is an ancient saying stipulating, “The friend is the sincere and honest person who advises us when we go wrong and support us when we are right. While the colleague is one whose relationship with us is limited to our common work place and the companion is the one who accompanies us in our life. Also” the company leads to the friendship.

Our life is very short, we cannot extend it for few days but we can make it meaningful by selecting new good friends. Friends who are honest and sincere; who blame and guide us when we are wrong; who may become cross with us but finally the devoted love of our friendship bring us together again as if there were no any disagreement. In return, we got away from those who push us to the unknown; and who want to push us into the loss and misery.

The friendship does not mean a merely relationship between two persons, but it means to be honest with your friends. Since the unilateral friendship is the resort of the hypocrites and liars. We should take our time before we describe any person as a friend. We should be patient when we select our friends. “Don’t be deceived by the colorful plants since some of them are useful while the other are deadly poisonous”, that is what life has taught me.
Dubai Police commander General Major General Khamis Mattar Al Mazaina said that the police received a tip-off about two containers in Jebel Ali Port carrying wood compressing machines to hide huge quantities of the drug, hence an order was issued from the Public prosecution to follow such containers.

Wood compressing machines
While tracking the shipments, the officers found out that they were moved to a warehouse of the storage companies. The shipments were unloaded under the watch of the surveillance team. Having performed the required surveillance by the Research & Investigations Team, it was revealed that the so-called H.M.M (Arabian national) has transferred three of the compressing machines to the place watched by the team in Ajman Emirate. The shipments were unloaded under the watch of the surveillance team. Having performed the required surveillance by the Research & Investigations Team, it was revealed that the so-called H.M.M (Arabian national) has transferred three of the compressing machines to the place watched by the team in Ajman Emirate. The shipments were unloaded under the watch of the surveillance team. Having performed the required surveillance by the Research & Investigations Team, it was revealed that the so-called H.M.M (Arabian national) has transferred three of the compressing machines to the place watched by the team in Ajman Emirate. The shipments were unloaded under the watch of the surveillance team. Having performed the required surveillance by the Research & Investigations Team, it was revealed that the so-called H.M.M (Arabian national) has transferred three of the compressing machines to the place watched by the team in Ajman Emirate.

The First Acquaintance
Having interrogated the suspected "H.M.M about the source of the drug Pills; he said that he was introduced to a man, A.A, while he was abroad in another Arab country. Two months before being arrested such person offered him to work together. He told the suspected that he would deliver him three wood compressing machines, which that he should search for a whorehouse to store them and then unpack their contents and deliver the same to another person who shall communicate him later. H.M.M. told his friend A.S.A. A.S.A told one of his relatives, M.R., and they all took part in the operation, on condition that they would divide the money A.A. paid to H.M.M. among them.

New Shipment
One of the persons phoned the so-called H.M.M; told him that he is a friend of A.A, and that he has wood compressing machines and wants to store them at the warehouses. They agreed to meet at Al Jaref Industrial Zone, Ajman Emirate near the Chinese Market in Ajman. There, the person appeared riding his personal car accompanied by a truck loaded with the wood compressing machines. They unloaded the compressing machines inside the warehouse.

The Raiding Process
Having coordinated with Ajman Police Anti-Narcotics Department; the Ajman warehouse was raided and 7.5 million pills were found inside the compressing machines. The necessary actions were taken to seize the quantity found. The Anti -Narcotics policemen team in Dubai Police opened the compressors found in Jabel Ali Warehouses to find about 10.2 M drug pills. This means that the total quantity seized in the two operations amounted to 17.2 M pills of Captagon drug, and three suspected out of four were arrested.

Arresting the suspected persons
Having coordinated with Abu Dhabi Police Anti-Narcotics Department, the so-called M.R, while he was at his residence place, and H.A were, also, arrested. While the Saudi authorities managed to arrest the so-called A.S.A while he was fleeing into the Saudi lands.

Gen Al Muzeina added” We are thankful for the efforts of Dubai Customs, Ajman and Abu Dhabi police, as well as the Saudi Arabian authorities and their coordination with Dubai Police.

Definition of Shula
It refers to the first days of the winter. It was named with this name for being resembled to the scorpion throne. It has two fire stars, which are from the Sirius. There is an ancient saying famously repeated by the people of the Arabian Peninsula at the sight of the star Shula (“Shula gives the cold from the beginning), a sign of the severity of the cold during this period.
The sense of pride has haunted everybody who watched the details of the “Wooden Doors” Operation in which the Ministry of Interior managed to foil an attempt to smuggle 4.5 M drug pills and the smugglers have been arrested. Such pride was accompanied by a sense of honor and respect for the great efforts exerted by Anti-Narcotics Policemen and Raiding teams. Those men put their life in danger to arrest the smugglers and criminals to be referred to the Court to receive their penalties for the crimes they committed against our society and the future of our youth.

In spite of all of these senses of pride, honor and respect, we become very sorry about our community, teenagers, and youth from the spread of these poisons and pills. The seized quantity is very terrifying. Such terrifying leads to a logical question which should be asked by everyone who watched the film** “what if such attempt was not foiled?” How many young children and youth would have been lost due to the overdoses? How many persons would have been attracted to addiction? Indeed, it is a completely catastrophe.

We have to admit that the size of the spread of narcotic pills in the state is very large compared to our small population. Such fact should not ignored, since the spread of narcotic pills is increasing and this is another fact. Despite of the efforts exerted by the Ministry of Interior and the Anti-Narcotics Policemen, we will not be able to put an end to such problem without the cooperation and coordination between the Ministry of Interior and the other various State Entities. This is a third fact.

The Ministry of Interior shall not be able to control the spread of the pills among the schools and universities’ students without the support and coordination by these schools and universities with the Ministry of Interior. This may be achieved only after the schools and universities’ administrations assume their full responsibility to raise the awareness, and take the required controls and procedures that reduce the spread of the pills in their buildings and among their students. The students spend most of their time a way from their parents, therefore, the responsibility of protecting them lies on the shoulders of the schools and universities’ administrations, which should do their best, not let those persons down.

If the schools and universities assume a huge responsibility, the parents, also, assume a huger one. We will required to warn our sons, whatever their ages, during their learning stage, not to take any pills from any person even this person is one of their best friends at the school. Such warnings must be continuous even if we repeated them daily. We should tell our sons the truth. They must be aware of the destructive effects of the drugs in order to be self-motivated and resist all kinds of theft and influence. One of my best friends, who is working as security officer, was shocked when his little daughter asked him “Daddy, do you know what is Lolo?” He replied “yes I know, but want to hear from you. The little daughter replied” One of thist students at my school. I do not know her personally, told me that she can provide me with it. I replied, “Thanks, I don’t like to wear, or adorn with it or any others things except the books, she laughed and replied” Lolo is not a necklace that can be worn, it is a small pills that helps you to concentrate during the study, it makes you feel relax”. The little daughter added to her father “Daddy Do you believe that some of my friends know what is Lolo? I asked them before asking you to make assure of the topic. The sense of the spread narcotic substances is not simple since the exploitation of young children and students at schools and university for promoting them is the method of the senior smugglers and traffickers. Therefore, we must combat this phenomenon by raising the awareness at schools, universities and homes. We must increase the penalties and punishments for those who try to destroy our youth and community.

Indeed, I was very happy to see the criminals shackled in the video film published by the Ministry of Interior but I shall be extremely happy if the penalties and punishments have been doubled for them. There should be no mercy for those criminals since they kill our sons by these poisons; wounded the hearts of the parents and separated the families.
If you imagine that you may have a life without any problems or hard times, you are wrong. Be careful and don't let your sorrow throw you into a hole you can't get out of easily. You must be smart and wise while solving your problems for the sake even for those you are grieving and have you heard strongly and faster” My dear youth beware; your Devil enjoys for a little while, take a small drug dose and you will inside your house. The Devil insinuates you saying “Go and incites you when you face any family bad circumstances As for the second deception is by your evil inciting self which commits a Crime. Beware Of the Deception and Don’t Solve the Problem by their pleasures. The good friend is the one who loves you well; and for the sake of keeping the educational achievements and gains in favor of our students. Therefore, the Ministry has signed the Internet Security Agreement with Communications Regulatory Authority (CRA) on 2010. This Agreement was executed for the sake of preparing Curriculum about the Information Security. Such Curriculum was added to the Information Technology Curriculum. It covers grades from the first grade until the twelfth grade (four lessons for each grade) in order to achieve the strategic objectives of the Ministry which aims at developing the Curricula and achieving high quality to prepare the student to the knowledge community.

According to the Director of Curriculum Department at the Ministry of Education, the main aims of the curriculum are; guiding and educating students about the proper and safe use of the technology in a manner that reflects on their safety and privacy; protecting them from any electronic violation on the Internet, including what is recently spread about the digital drug programs and others applications; protecting them from the malicious programs found at the Web, and providing the students methods of facing them. As for the latter point, the curriculum provides right policies and general rules in dealing with technology in terms of a social and national ethical perspective at home and work for the sake of protecting the individuals and the state; and preparing a national conscious and educated generation who has the experience to deal positively and constructively with technology.
Our Youth is the Hope of Our Nation.

I don’t want to put a theory for fateful case which youth realizes, above all else, that its danger destroys their life besides its negative effects on the developments of their affairs and the future of their hopes and dreams. Instead, I shall speak with the tongue of your actions; you are our sons, youth, and the men of our beloved nation’s future. Before I became a supervisor or a director, Our bodies have a right over us to protect them from any harm or evil. It is the trust for which we shall be questioned even in the present life and the day of resurrection. It is the trust which we should do our best to protect and preserve.

As for the grounds for addressing you this letter, which aims to protect you from any evil even from yourselves, and your evil inciting self, are my completely believe on the Ancient Arabic Aphorism which stipulates that “Prevention Is Better Than Cure”. Hence, my speech is divided into two parts, the first one is about the prevention and the second one is about the treatment. By both of them we can find a solution to a problem that may destroy you. May Allah protect you.

The prevention must be the first step, and should not be a mean to prevent, suppress and confine, the Pieces of our hearts walking around, Sons, or as a mean of daily control by parents and spy their children’s private affairs and privacy out. Instead, prevention should be a mean of indirect education, and refining, that leads to the promotion of culture of prevention among youth and young sons. A culture of prevention that spreads into the community, and strengthens the engagement of our youth with the concentration on their talents, growing skills, and their inner creative and innovative powers. When they are engaged with the music, poetry, acting; they become able to convert the evil into good, and the harms into benefits, also, they contribute in the prosperity of our country through their social creative deeds which guarantee the achievement of the continuous artistic and cultural development of our beloved UAE even now or in the future.

There are some certain principal conditions for the prevention of drugs such as getting away from the addiction nurturing environments. All praise and thanks to Allah, our Emirate nation never has been and shall not be indulgent with such environments even on the level of persons or groups. Another condition is the adherence of our true religion, its magnum principles and teachings which purify the human soul and help it to get used to good deeds. A third condition is playing sports and practicing the same in order to protect ourselves from such dangers. According to my own point of view and based on my knowledge and experience as an artist in our beloved emirate community which, thanks to Allah and the country’s wise leadership, honors the artists; rewards the prominent persons and cares for the talented persons, the most important condition of the drug prevention, which proves to be effective and practical, is the engagement of our youth with the concentration on their talents, growing skills, and their inner creative and innovative powers. When they are engaged with the music, poetry, acting; they become able to convert the evil into good, and the harms into benefits, also, they contribute in the prosperity of our country through their social creative deeds which guarantee the achievement of the continuous artistic and cultural development of our beloved UAE even now or in the future.

The remedy lies in the role of young people as well the role of State Regulatory and Reformatory Authorities, which must unite together to treat those afflicted by such epidemic from our youth. The Emirati youth lives today in its most creative, unique, and prosperous times due to the wisdom of our elders, their care, and the various supporting youth social initiatives which strengthen their leadership role. The Emirati youth is invited today to launch initiatives and programs that contribute to the treatment of their counterparts who have been afflicted by the epidemic of drugs, hence such role does not remain confined to the role of authorities and Government Agencies, the youth has the role of solidarity with the addict, in his treatment, recovery journey and return to his society which is the guarantor of his right for better life where there is no trace of the drug, and there are only bestowing and creativity that makes him the true son of the UAE, and its pride.
Some young people think that the abuse of Tramadol helps at study. They forget or want to forget that it causes the weakness of memory, absent-mindedness, depression, educational retardation, and carelessness in work, weakness in the body as well as tooth pain, fainting, and laziness.

Others think that it increases the sexual ability however; it leads to impotence, isolation, disorder of the relationship with others, the stop of “endorphins” production by the brain, which in return is responsible for the feeling of comfort, relaxation and reducing anxiety and depression.

Some of the abusers hesitate before giving up since they fear of the withdrawal symptoms; due to the pains of the back, and arthritis accompanied with cramps in the body; as well as headaches, depression, grief, loss of appetite, constipation, jink eye, sleep disorders... etc.

In other hand, some of those abusers have become addicts. We would like to say to them, you should stop abusing. However, there is no addict who does not have the will to recover, this intent is not sufficient. In addition, the duration of suffering from the pain of withdrawal symptoms is very short and does not exceed four days.

We affirm that the personal giving up is fraught with health risks due to the increased influence of withdrawal symptoms, and increase of the sense of euphoria, longing for abuse, and the difficulty of dealing with the previous conditional correlations, such as coffee, tea, and the pattern of daily life, and style of consultation, and insomnia.

In addition, I would like to indicate that there some things that increase the problem of abusing and its complexity such as visiting medical clinics to get prescriptions, and being misled by rumors that are being promoted concerning the importance of abuse and the need for trying the same and its association with masculinity, sexual efficiency and energy physical, in addition to the love of trial, reconnaissance and the rushing headlong toward abuse and addiction.

If you managed to take a decision to give up, I advise you to fill your free time with any useful work. You should select good companions and resort to Allah by worshiping and increasing your religious faith.

You should get rid of any abuse substances found at your home, car, personal cases, desk shelves, and cabinet. You should totally stop abusing any alternatives such as alcohol, sleeping pills, and the alternative medical prescriptions. You should plan to give up abusing forever as well as smoking or at least to change your smoking behaviors. Be careful and do not express your feelings to anyone except those you really trust. Seek the help and pray for Allah to give you the power to overcome the addiction giving up problems” (Serenity prayer: God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change; courage to change the things I can; and wisdom to know the difference).

After giving up, look at yourself in the mirror to be acquainted with yourself again; and think that you are now free from the slavery of drugs addiction. Now, after giving up, you can enjoy your life routine such as eating, drinking, sleeping, communicating with others, family relationships, working, studying, playing sports, promenading, and swimming. Be aware and take care of the positive differences occurred in your life after giving up. You should know that telling the truth at the start of the problem is better than keeping it as secret in order not to increase, and accumulate and hence it solution is delayed.

You should take the initiative and seek the help from the specialists working at the Therapeutic and Specialized Rehabilitation Centers.

After giving up, look at yourself in the mirror; try to be acquainted with yourself again; and think that you are now free from the slavery of drugs addiction. Now, after giving up, you can enjoy your life routine such as eating, drinking, sleeping, communicating with others, family relationships, working, studying, playing sports, promenading, and swimming. Be aware and take care of the positive differences occurred in your life after giving up. You should know that telling the truth at the start of the problem is better than keeping it as secret in order not to increase, and accumulate and hence it solution is delayed.

You should take the initiative and seek the help from the specialists working at the Therapeutic and Specialized Rehabilitation Centers.
There are many reasons why teenagers abuse drugs. These reasons can be summed up in bad upbringing and family disorganization. When one of the parents is absent due to divorce, the children fall victim to drugs. In most cases, they become lost without being guided and act without being observed or controlled. The teenagers are the group, which is affected more than any other group by such foggy scenes.

“Mohamed” is one of the teenagers who was trapped in addiction due to the family disorganization and divorce. Mohamed is 15 year old. He was born in disorganized family. His parents get divorced since his childhood. Each one of his parents get married and moved to another emirate. He was left alone to be brought up by his very old grandmother. Mohamed reported: “My Grandmother was pampering me and she had never refused any of my demands on the pretext of compensating me about the absence of my parents who left me behind and enjoyed their lives. I exploited her old age that urges her to sleep early and I was spending most of the time out of the house with my friends until late hours. The ghost of loneliness and isolation haunted my life, and I became irritated by my parents for neglecting me. I started to imitate my friends and acquire their bad behaviors. I became an addict, stayed away from the house for long time, and ran away from school until I was dismissed. Hence, I became out of work and passed the night awake with my friends. The matter get much worse, and we started to abuse tramadol. We continued the same for one year. The tramadol pills gave me a false sense that I could forget my family problems. One day, while we were abusing drugs, we found ourselves seized and shackled by the police, and consequently sent to the prison.

Indeed, the Divorce was the fertile soil that resulted in the behavioral deviation of Mohamed. He not only lost his parents but also the attention, care and support for which he was in bad need. This led to his psychological disorders, and denial of his family and social values. In other words, he fall victim to bad companions, and drugs traffickers.

The Concept of Friendship as perceived by Al Safa School Students

That is why the friendship is so important to us. In the light of the friendship, how to select your friends and what are the effects of bad companions, we asked Salem Khames, who is a 10th grade student in Al Safa High School, about the characteristics he needs in his friend. He replied: “I think that the most important qualities of a good friend is to be honest, to be my friend in need, to have good manners and never disclose my secrets.”

As for the impacts of bad companions, Salem added “They incite persons to the evil and deviation by imitating and keeping company with them. Salem concluded his speech and added, “I advise my colleagues to properly select their friends according to clear basis, and only after real dealing.”

Another student was Mohamed Naguib Abdullah, who is an 11th grade student in Al Safa High School in Dubai. As for the same topic, Mohamed said, “the one I would like to ascribe him as a friend should be of a good manner, God-fearing person, honest, loyal and sincere in order to feel tranquility with him. As for the impact of bad companions, Mohamed said “Such persons incite their companions to fall into sin repeatedly as well as disobedience of parents. They have also impacts on their companions’ study; they make them suffer from scholastic retardation and may be to the failure. In the end Mohamed advises his companions and added “My Dear companions take care of your study, give it most of your time, be aware of the bad companions, and take your time before selecting your friends.”
The National Rehabilitation Center (NRC) announced recently that it has received a renowned reputable certification from the International Organization for Standardization ISO regarding three systems: Quality Management System, Environment Management System, and Health and Safety Management System. This certification is a significant addition to the recent ISO certificates obtained by the Center.

On such occasion, H.E Dr. Hamad Abdullah, the Director General of NRC in presence of ISO experts, said: “Receiving such certification reflects the increasing recognition received by the center and its reputation in combating drug abuse due to its efforts in developing and improving its practices to keep the same up with the best international standards.” Furthermore, His Excellency asserted that the center is proud of the national and international certifications it obtained. What increases in price and glory by obtaining such certifications is the trust and credibility that UAE associations gave to the center. As this certification is a great motivator for achieving more and more accomplishments in line with the vision of our government which pays more attention and focus to the addiction diseases prevention and treatment, and raises awareness and a willingness to admit being drug addicts.

Having been awarded these three ISO certificates, the total international certifications obtained by the center reaches five since the center has recently been awarded the certification of the Abu Dhabi Ministry of Health and certification of Environment, Health and Safety management system.

The certification was awarded during a meeting attended by H.E Hamad Abdullah, the Director General of NRC in presence of ISO experts.

Under the auspices of His Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces.

During the meeting, the most achievements of NRC were touched on through the presentation submitted by H.E Dr. Hamad Abdullah Al Qahtani, the Director General of NRC, plus the discussion of the projects, therapeutic and rehabilitation services and programs provided by the Center.

The Board Members reviewed the business and events that would support the role of the NRC in preventing and raising awareness against drugs addiction in addition to the scientific studies and researches supporting the development of preventive and educational programs, and the provision of therapeutic and rehabilitation services for patients on scientific, psychological and logical basis.

H.E Rashid Al Amri expressed his pride of the national and international certifications received by NRC, i.e. (OHSAS 18001:2007, EHS Management System from ADEHS, ISO 14001:2004 for Environmental Management System, and the Ministry of Health certification for all the procedures and processes applicable in the Centre)

Under the auspices of H.H Sheikh Mansoor Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister of the United Arab Emirates, and Minister of Presidential Affairs, H.E Rashid Al Amri presided over a meeting of the NRC Board of Directors which receives the attention of His Highness The President (May Allah bless him) and H.H General Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces.

The NRC’s participation at the National Exhibition for Society Awareness and Humanitarian Services - Taweya is in line with its vision to raise the UAE’s awareness of the disease of addiction.

H.E. Dr. Hamad Al Ghaferi, Director General of NRC said: “we are pleased that our statistics reveal a high level of awareness in the UAE which was clear at seeking the treatment voluntary by the addiction patients. We are proud to consider this a result of NRC’s efforts in collaboration with other entities in the UAE to raise awareness of the disease of addiction. It is critical to empower the community to be a part of the solution and act as guardians of their own and their family’s health by choosing life first.”

During its participation at Taweya, NRC organized a number of awareness activities at its stand for visitors of all ages. NRC’s experts have also been present on-ground to address the public and respond to queries about addiction and services provided to patients.

It is worth mentioning that in 2014, NRC has received 364 patients with 70% of them seeking treatment voluntarily. These statistics demonstrate an increase in public awareness and a willingness to admit and address the disease of addiction by proactively seeking help.
No to such deadly and ferocious monster which destroys our minds and bodies, separates our families, kills our future dreams and feeds our souls with hatred, grudge, and jealousy. Together we shall know what is “No To Drugs”. All persons and families are required to implement the instructions of “No To Drugs” accurately. “No to the single parenthood at the upbringing of the Children. Each one of the parents has his role at the sexual typing. The boy acquires his masculine behaviors from his father by the integration, which occurs between the boy and his father. In addition, the father makes his daughter feel her femininity and love herself as being a girl. On the other hand, the girl acquires her feminine behaviors from her mother by the integration, which occurs between the girl and the mother. The mother, also, makes the boy feel his masculinity and loves himself as being a boy. No to the father who is totally engaged with work over his sons. No to the mother who neglects her sons for whatever reason. No to the deprivation of children from seeing any of their parents even after divorce. No to family disputes in which each party despises the sex and the role of the other party so as not generate negative feelings inside one of the sons and makes him hate his sex and desire to change his race. Each party should respect and appreciate the sex and role of the other party. No to leaving children in the hands of strangers, and No to leaving children with the maid, or the driver without one of the parents. No to leave the children without careful supervision for all what occur with them inside the house of relatives, neighbors, at schools, clubs ...etc to protect them from any attempt of sexual harassment. Now and since if the child feels the pleasure of sexual flirtation, he may get used to the same and gets infected with the Homosexuality.

No to the preference of one sex over the other, since this may create a feeling of hatred inside the child of the unpreferred sex. It also, may create a desire to change its sex. No to the extreme sharpness or lenient in upbring your children. As this may create impaired family atmosphere, which may lead to many behavioral disorders to your sons. No to the upbring, that lacks the ethical and spiritual values. When the upbring process lacks the religious and ethical instructions, it shall be like the construction of a house without a foundation or the erection of a tent without pillars. However, the love and kindness should haunt the learning process of these instructions to attract the children not to dislike them. No to the closed discussion with the sons. There should be always opened communicating channels with our sons in all topics specifically the sexual ones. You should magnanimously provide your children with answers full of love for their questions. No to the shyness of speaking with the children about their dreams concerning the formation of families for example”. How shall your house look like? How many children do you wish to have? What are the names you would like to give to your children? This is to help the child dreams with unimpaired future. No to the full loneliness between the friends at homes, i.e. the father or the mother should be able to enter and get out of the place where his son sits with his friend or the girl sit with her friend at any time. Moreover, absolutely a big no to the negligence, harshness, hatred, exaggerated pampering when upbring your children. You are kindly advised to follow the instructions of “No To Drugs” accurately since your children are not only your future but also the hope and future of your nation as well as they are one of your means towards Al Jannah (The Paradise).
Bo Rashid’s advices to Parents

Dear Parent ...

When you become sure that your son abuses drugs, you should face him quietly and in a timely manner. Be careful of uttering negative words that make him resort to denial, defense and refuse the help. You should be open-minded concerning the grounds that he may provide for his problem and the reasons, which lead him to such result. At the same time, it is necessary to take a decision with him to put an end for such problem immediately due to the health, psychological and neurological effects of the addition over him. It would be better to agree with him to accompany him to a specialist doctor to get rid of such abuse before aggravation. Be firm, and show him that it is impossible to continue abusing drugs, and that no one may accept the same. Show him that you shall compassionately support him until the end and overcoming of such hard time. Give him plenty of your time to protect him from himself, drug traffickers, and bad companions who wish him harm especially those who give him much of their times. As it will difficult for him to suddenly abandon such companions, who accompanied him for many years, you should be his friend until he overcomes this problem. At that time, you should be psychologically and emotionally close to your son. He needs to someone whom he can speaks to frankly and talk openly. You should be a good listener for him and his problems.

Rashid’s Advices to youth

Dear young man ...

The brotherhood and friendly relations which are based on the guidance and righteousness generate; intimacy and love among the people; and a correlation between feelings, souls and hearts. Such brotherhood, affection and love are deemed great boon to human. The relationship of brotherhood and love that arise among people on the basis of faith and good relations, are honest and full fair relations that are not marred by fraud or avidity. The social experience and statistics recorded by the crimes rates illustrate and indicate to us that bad friends are not friends, but enemies. How many disasters and tragedies were resulted from bad friendships, besides the bad reputation on the people who were innocent, but tainted by their relationships with bad friends and became criminals, or crimes’ respondents, and their reputation were defamed due to their relationship with bad friends.的确, be careful when selecting your friends and be confident that your actions reflect his actions, and his actions reflect yours. You should take care of your friend since the friendship is a treasure, its value only known by its losers. It does not matter to take the initiative to communicate with a friend, to ask about him, to surprise him with something he may like or ask him to give you permission to do something, and say to him “I love you in God”. You may not know its impact on self, but it shortens the distance between you.

The youth has many advantages, such vigor, fitness, aspiration, the desire to get everything as soon as possible and in many cases the diverse and sweeping ambitions however you have to wait until you achieve your goals. On your way to achieve your dreams, you may face many obstacles and troubles and at the same time, you will meet some of friends who think that they are giving you a hand and you may, also, think so. They will tell you about medications that give you power and help you to stay awake at night such as Captagon (a drug that youth in the Gulf called it many names like AlBahar, Al Zahra, Abu Aqrab, Abu Estfham and other names which you must beware of it). The youth has many advantages, such vigor, fitness, aspiration, the desire to get everything as soon as possible and in many cases the diverse and sweeping ambitions however you have to wait until you achieve your goals. On your way to achieve your dreams, you may face many obstacles and troubles and at the same time, you will meet some of friends who think that they are giving you a hand and you may, also, think so. They will tell you about medications that give you power and help you to stay awake at night such as Captagon (a drug that youth in the Gulf called it many names like AlBahar, Al Zahra, Abu Aqrab, Abu Estfham and other names which you must beware of it).

O Young men, Do Not Destroy Yourselves and Your Dreams

The youth has many advantages, such vigor, fitness, aspiration, the desire to get everything as soon as possible and in many cases the diverse and sweeping ambitions however you have to wait until you achieve your goals. On your way to achieve your dreams, you may face many obstacles and troubles and at the same time, you will meet some of friends who think that they are giving you a hand and you may, also, think so. They will tell you about medications that give you power and help you to stay awake at night such as Captagon (a drug that youth in the Gulf called it many names like AlBahar, Al Zahra, Abu Aqrab, Abu Estfham and other names which you must beware of it). O Young man, you are working towards achieving your dream in order to reach a dignified life, has a high position on it in a manner that serves your home country. You may abuse any drugs under the name of “stimulants” on the pretext of accelerating your reach to your dreams but at the end, you will fall victim to the clutches of despair, hesitation, and lose. You will inevitably not only lose your dreams and yourself but also destroy the dreams of other whom has entrusted you for them especially your family. You will destroy the dreams of your family since you represent the beam of future for them. You will make all their sacrifices in vain. Really, are you willing to lose yourself and give up on your dreams and ambition? However, these are not the only harmful damages resulted from addiction. Their damages, also, extend to; impair your faith and religious beliefs, and the heritage and tradition values, which are full of humanity and compassion, destroy the higher aspirations of your beloved country to be a prosperous country as well as wipe out your productive energy. Your country needs your dreams, ambitions, and powers to achieve its mission. Thanks to the efforts of our young leaders who followed their great former leaders, The UAE is in a race against time to achieve superiority. Our beloved country persists in achieving progress and excellence in every field and as future will not cut off, UAE efforts will not too.
Tell Me Who Your Friends Are And I Will Tell You Who You Are. The people decide whether such a person is a good or a bad from his friend. Furthermore, the friendship is deemed one of the principal effects on the formation of the personality and it plans the milestones of our way. If your friends are good, you shall be affected by their goodness and if your friends are evils, you shall be affected by their evils. Indeed, the friendship with evil people is malady while the friendship with good people is a cure.

Bad reputation is a sufficient reason for avoiding bad friends and good reputation is a sufficient reason for keeping good friends. Keep company of reasonable people to be seen as one of them even if you are not, and do not accompany ignorant people so as not to be seen as one of them even if you are not. If you ask the prisoners about the reasons for being jailed and what make them shackled, they shall absolutely reply “bad companions” Ask any addict how did he become addict?

There are many persons who were misled by their bad companions as well as there were many good companions who were a reason for he who founded himself on the brink of a crumbling overhanging precipice, to be saved from fire of hell by Allah. No one can say that he can live at the bad environment without being affected by such evil as his heart is a heart of human being not a heart of an angel and he shall inevitably positively or negatively be effected.

The pseudo-friendship is being built on the collection of worldly interests. Therefore, keep company of good persons and the affection of righteous pious people that will increase you integrity and goodness. Such company inherits goodness in this world and hereafter.

Keep away from evildoers and corrupt persons otherwise you shall be like them.” Don’t sit down to the defective people since you shall be affected by their characteristics.”

You should select your friends the same you select beautiful clothes, delicious foods, and palatable drinks, since the evil and inferior persons do not have anything for you except their evil and inferiority. Be aware and do not ascribe the word “Friend” to anyone who is smoothed - tongue or good-humored. You may be fascinated by the touch of the snake, but it may bite you. Indeed, all that glitters is not gold.